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Abstract
Now a days most of the traditional clustering mechanisms based on linear space. Relation exists between the pair data objects either
implicitly or explicitly. In the traditional mechanism uses a single view point, In this paper we proposes a novel mechanism for
multiview point (i.e. n –dimensional space) with different similarity measure. Using the multiple viewpoints, more informative
assessment of similarity can be achieved. Different mechanisms used for efficient clustering mechanisms.
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---------------------------------------------------------------------***------------------------------------------------------------------------1. INTRODUCTION
Clustering is one of the most interesting and important topics
in data mining. The aim of clustering is to find intrinsic
structures in data, and organize them into meaningful
subgroups for further study and analysis. There have been
many clustering algorithms published every year. They can be
proposed for very distinct research fields, and developed using
totally different techniques and approaches. Nevertheless,
according to a recent study, more than half a century after it
was introduced, the simple algorithm k-means still remains as
one of the top 10 data mining algorithms nowadays. It is the
most frequently used partition clustering algorithm in practice.
Another recent scientific discussion states that k-means is the
favourite algorithm that practitioners in the related fields
choose to use. Needless t mention, k-means has more than a
few basic drawbacks, such as sensitiveness to initialization
and to cluster size, and its performance can be worse than
other state-of-the –art algorithms in many domains. In spite of
that, its simplicity, understandability and scalability are the
reasons for its tremendous popularity. An algorithm with
adequate performance and usability in most of application
scenarios could be preferable to one with better performance
in some cases but limited usage due to high complexity. While
offering reasonable results, k-means is fast and easy to
combine with other methods in larger systems.
A common approach to the clustering problem is to treat it as
an optimization process. An optimal partition is found by
optimizing a particular function of similarity among data.

Basically, there is an implicit assumption that the true intrinsic
structure of data could be correctly described by the similarity
formula defined and embedded in the clustering criterion
function. Hence, effectiveness of clustering algorithms under
this approach depends on the appropriateness of the similarity
measure to be data at hand. For instance, the original k-means
has sum-of –squared –error objective function that uses
Euclidean distance. In a vey sparse and high dimensional
domain like text documents, spherical k-means, which uses
cosine similarity instead of Euclidean distance as the measure,
is deemed to be more suitable.
In [5], Banerjee et al. showed that Euclidean distance was
indeed one particular form of a class of distance measures
called Bregman divergences. They proposed Bregman hardclustering algorithm, in which any kind of the Bregman
divergences could be applied. Kullback- Leibler divergence
was a special case of Bregman divergences that was said to
give good clustering results on document datasets. KullbackLeibler divergence is a good example of non-symmetric
measure. Also on the topic of capturing dissimilarity in data,
Pakalska et al.[6] found that the discriminative power of
some distance measures could increase when their nonEuclidean and non-metric attributes were increased. They
concluded that non-Euclidean and non-metric measures could
be informative for statistical learning of data. In [7], Pelillo
even argued that the symmetry and non-negativity assumption
of similarity measures was actually a limitation of current
state-of-the-art clustering approaches.
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Simultaneously, clustering still requires more robust
dissimilarity or similarity measures; recent works such as
[8] illustrate this need.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
The principle definition of clustering is to arrange data objects
into separate clusters such that the intra-cluster similarity as
well as the inter-cluster dissimilarity is maximized. The
problem formulation itself implies that some forms of
measurement are needed to determine such similarity or
dissimilarity. There are many state-of-theart clustering
approaches that do not employ any specific form of
measurement, for instance, probabilistic model based method
[9], non-negative matrix factorization [10], information
theoretic co-clustering [11] and so on. In this paper, though,
we primarily focus on methods that\ indeed do utilize a
specific measure. In the literature, Euclidean distance is one of
the most popular measures:
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3. PROPOSED SYSTEM
In this novel approach Initially we calculate the weights of the
documents and the respective multi view point similarity
matrix can be constructed and then cosine similarity can
calculated for the keywords in the document with the help of
weight calculated for respective documents and then
incremental clustering mechanism can be applied for the
documents.

3.1 Our novel similarity measure:
The cosine similarity in Eq. (3) can be expressed in the
following form without changing its meaning: Sim(di, dj) =
cos(di−0, dj−0) = (di−0)t (dj−0) where 0 is vector 0 that
represents the origin point. According to this formula, the
measure takes 0 as one and only reference point. The
similarity between two documents di and dj is determined
w.r.t. the angle between the two points when looking from the
origin.

3.2 MVS Similarity matrix:
It is used in the traditional k-means algorithm. The objective
of k-means is to minimize the Euclidean distance between
objects of a cluster and that cluster’s centroid:

We present analytical study to show that the proposed MVS
could be a very effective similarity measure for data clustering.
In order to demonstrate its advantages, MVS is compared with
cosine similarity (CS) on how well they reflect the true group
structure in document collections.

However, for data in a sparse and high-dimensional space,
such as that in document clustering, cosine similarity is more
widely used. It is also a popular similarity score in text mining
and information retrieval [12]. Particularly, similarity of two
document vectors di and dj , Sim(di, dj), is defined as the
cosine of the angle between them. For unit vectors, this equals
to their inner product:

Cosine measure is used in a variant of k-means called
spherical k-means [3]. While k-means aims to minimize
Euclidean distance, spherical k-means intends to maximize the
cosine similarity between documents in a cluster and that
cluster’s centroid:

To further justify the above proposal and analysis, we carried
out a validity test for MVS and CS. The purpose of this test is
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to check how much a similarity measure coincides with the
true class labels. It is based on one principle: if a similarity
measure is appropriate for the clustering problem, for any of a
document in the corpus, the documents that are closest to it
based on this measure should be in the same cluster with it.

3.3 A Novel K-Variant Algorithm
Consists of a number of iterations. During each iteration, the n
documents are visited one by one in a totally random order.
Each document is checked if its move to another cluster
results in improvement of the objective function. If yes, the
document is moved to the cluster that leads to the highest
improvement. If no clusters are better than the current cluster,
the document is not moved. The clustering process terminates
when an iteration completes without any documents being
moved to new clusters. Unlike the traditional k-means, this
algorithm is a stepwise optimal procedure. While kmeans only
updates after all n documents have been reassigned, the
incremental clustering algorithm updates immediately
whenever each document is moved to new cluster. Since every
move when happens increases the objective function value,
convergence to a local optimum is guaranteed. During the
optimization procedure, in each iteration, the main sources of
computational cost are Searching for optimum clusters to
move individual documents to: O(nz ・ k). • Updating
composite vectors as a result of such moves: O(m ・ k). where
nz is the total number of non-zero entries in all document
vectors. Our clustering approach is partitional and incremental;
therefore, computing similarity matrix is absolutely not
needed. If τ denotes the number of iterations the algorithm
takes, since nz is often several tens times larger than m for
document domain, the computational complexity required for
clustering with IR and IV is O(nz ・ k ・ τ).

4. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
It ecperimentally proved that the vectorized document can be
withe respect to their localal frequencies,global frequiencies
and relative frequencies as follows.

3.4. Fitness Function
For Each and every iteration ,Fitness score can be calculated
by placing the documents in the clusters, if the next move has
the Optimal fitness values than the previous fitness value of
the respective cluster up to number of iterations and Process
continues until the specified number of iterations or the
consecutive fitness values occurred.

Vectorized Documents
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After the clusterization ,documents can be clusterized based
on fitness function with incremental algorithm,they are as
follows.
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CONCLUSION
In this proposed mechanism of multi view point clusterization
Theoretical analysis and empirical examples show that MVS
is potentially more suitable for text documents than the
popular cosine similarity. This novel move mechanism on
documents with respect to the clusters shows efficient results
then the single view point Clustering mechanisms.
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